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Tor [Dingledine et al. 2004] is the most widely used anonymity network today, serving millions of users on a
daily basis using a growing number of volunteer-run routers. Since its deployment in 2003, there have been
more than three dozen proposals that aim to improve its performance, security, and unobservability. Given
the significance of this research area, our goal is to provide the reader with the state of current research
directions and challenges in anonymous communication systems, focusing on the Tor network. We shed light
on the design weaknesses and challenges facing the network and point out unresolved issues.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main challenges facing users on the Internet today is maintaining their privacy, particularly in the face of widespread surveillance [Farrell and Tschofenig 2014].
While the Internet has revolutionized how we communicate and achieve our tasks, its
open nature has also attracted many entities that prey on users’ personal information
for commercial and other uses. Users are increasingly vulnerable to a variety of online threats. Botnets are used to steal login credentials [Kirk 2013], wage Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks [Saarinen 2014], and send phishing spam mail [Security 2014].
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) sell their customers’ information and clicks to other
parties including advertising companies [Blodget 2007; Rushkoff 2012], which collect,
aggregate and analyze users’ data to strategize their marketing plans at the expense
of users’ privacy. Worse, users’ private data may also be sold to data brokers or identity thieves [Murphy 2012]. Even when entrusted to a government, users’ private data
are often leaked, stolen [Greenemeier 2006; BBC News 2007; Greenemeier 2008], or
exploited by some corrupt government officials to harass activists and others [Christensen 2008].
Anonymity networks have emerged as a solution to allow people to conceal their identities online. This is done by providing unlinkability between a user’s IP address, his
digital fingerprint, and his online activities. An anonymous user means that the user is
unidentifiable within a set of users [Pfitzmann and Hansen 2008], the anonymity set.
High-latency anonymity networks are often based on Chaum mixes [Chaum 1981],
where multiple proxies (called mixes) are used between the sender and the receiver.
When receiving messages, each mix collects a number of them into a batch, intentionally adding delays, before outputting the messages in the batch in a random order to
the next mix. This shuffling and delaying is performed in order to defeat traffic analysis attacks, where an observer attempts to link the two ends of the communication.
Many high-latency anonymity networks have spun off of Chaumian mixes to provide
anonymous communication for applications that can tolerate intentional delays, such
as emailing and blogging [Möller et al. 2003; Danezis et al. 2003].
Since much of users’ online activities are interactive (e.g., browsing and instant messaging), low-latency anonymity networks have been proposed. Very few such systems
have left the realm of academic papers to the Internet, but one key such network is
Tor [Dingledine et al. 2004], the most widely used privacy-preserving network, serving
millions of people for more than ten years. It grew from a handful of routers—machines
that relay users’ traffic—to thousands of routers that are operated by volunteers all
around the world. Tor is very easy to use; all users have to do is to install the Tor
browser bundle, and start browsing the web anonymously. Users of Tor include journalists, activists and whistle-blowers, victims needing online support groups, and other
everyday users simply trying to perform private searches and visit websites while try1

ing to protect themselves from being profiled by advertisers. Mixing the diverse traffic
of all those users improves the anonymity guarantees provided by the network, as it
increases the size of the anonymity set for each user.
Despite its current great potential, Tor has long-term sustainability problems. As
more people become more privacy aware [Madden 2014], a future Tor network should
have the capacity to serve a significantly larger number of users. Because of several aspects of Tor’s design, users currently experience inconvenient performance that
manifests itself in the form of large and highly variable delays and download times
experienced during web surfing activities. Such delays can be discouraging for users
who wish to use it on a daily basis. The challenge to improve the Tor user experience
has been taken up by the research community, who have proposed dozens of research
proposals and enhancements. Those proposals can be broadly classified to congestion,
scalability, routing, and security improvements.
Roadmap. Considering the important role of anonymous communication systems
in mitigating the privacy threats we face online, providing an understanding of the
research advances in the performance and security of low-latency anonymous communication systems is essential. In this paper, we survey the literature and provide
an understanding of the state of current research in this area. We also shed light on
the challenges and emerging threats facing those systems. Since Tor is the de facto
research platform for anonymous communication systems, we focus on Tor for the remainder of this paper.
We start by providing background on low-latency anonymity systems in Section 2,
and examine the design of Tor in particular, it being the most widely used and relevant
example of such a network. We identify some of the shortcomings of Tor’s design in Section 3, and based on the outlined weaknesses, we present our classification of research
directions in Section 4. Next, we examine the forefront of this research area by providing a survey on how previous research proposals address Tor’s design weaknesses in
Sections 5–11. We present ongoing research and unresolved issues in Section 12, and
conclude the survey in Section 13.
2. LOW-LATENCY ANONYMITY SYSTEMS

The goal of anonymous communication is to solve the traffic analysis problem, which
David Chaum defines as follows: “The problem of keeping confidential who converses
with whom, and when they converse.” [1981] To that end, anonymous communication
systems are designed so that users in the system communicate with their destinations
through a single or a number of intermediate hops, where every hop only knows the
next and previous hops. Therefore, no hop alone can link the sender with the receiver
(unless only a single intermediary hop is used). Messages relayed in the system are
generally fixed in size, and they are cryptographically altered at every hop.
Since the introduction of mix-nets in 1981, the area of anonymous communications
has evolved into two streams, based on their design and the scope of applications they
support: the low-latency and the high-latency anonymity systems.
High-latency anonymity systems, like Mixminion [Danezis et al. 2003], and mixnets [Chaum 1981] assume a powerful active adversary—one that can add, delete, or
delay traffic. Furthermore, they assume the adversary is global—one which is able to
monitor the input and output links of every node, usually called a mix, in the network.
To hide the correspondences between the incoming and the outgoing traffic of a mix,
equal-length messages are shuffled, cryptographically altered, and stored for some intentionally added delay before they are sent to the next mix or destination. Because of
the additional delay, which can be up to several hours, high-latency anonymity systems
can only support delay-tolerant applications, such as e-voting and email.
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Fig. 1. The Tor network: Clients (running OPs) contact the directory servers periodically to get a list of ORs
and their descriptors. Clients then use Tor’s router selection algorithm to build circuits. A circuit consists of
three hops: entry guard, middle and exit. The exit performs the TCP connection on behalf of the user to the
user’s destination.

Although high-latency anonymity systems are considered more secure against global
eavesdroppers, a family of traffic analysis attacks, known as statistical disclosure attacks [Danezis et al. 2007; Mallesh and Wright 2010] has shown its effectiveness in
compromising the anonymity of users. In those attacks, the anonymity network is
viewed as a black box, and the attacker correlates the traffic that enters and exits
the box to determine the communication patterns. Low-latency anonymity systems assume a more relaxed threat model: a local adversary who can monitor only part of the
network (no more than 20% of the nodes, for example). This threat model restriction exists because a global adversary for a low-latency network can observe (or even induce)
traffic timing patterns entering the network, and watch for traffic of a corresponding
pattern leaving the network, thus matching sender and recipient. These powerful traffic correlation attacks [Murdoch and Danezis 2005; Raymond 2000] are typically easy
for a global adversary [Danezis et al. 2007; Mallesh and Wright 2010] and so the literature restricts its attention to local adversaries for the low-latency case. Low-latency
anonymity networks are designed to support common interactive applications such as
instant messaging, web browsing, and SSH connections, and are far more widely used
than their high-latency counterparts. We next present a detailed background on Tor,
the most widely used anonymity network, and survey previous proposals that aim to
improve it.
2.1. Tor

Tor is a low-latency anonymity network based on the concept of onion routing [Reed
et al. 1998]. The network today consists of approximately 6000 volunteer-operated
routers [Tor Project 2015a], known as Onion Routers (ORs). Each OR creates a router
descriptor that contains its contact information, such as its IP address, ports, public
keys, and its bandwidth capabilities, and sends the descriptor to directory authorities.
These authorities construct a network consensus document, which they send, along
with the descriptors, to directory servers. Tor clients, nicknamed Onion Proxies (OPs),
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Fig. 2. This figure (adapted from AlSabah and Goldberg [2013]) shows Tor’s application-level queueing
architecture. Tor maintains input buffers, circuit queues, and output buffers, in addition to the kernel’s TCP
buffers. This figure also demonstrates the cross-circuit interference problem (see Section 3.5).

download the descriptors and the consensus from the directory servers in order to build
paths, referred to as circuits, through the network before they can communicate with
their Internet destinations. Each circuit usually consists of three ORs, or hops, which
are referred to as the entry guard, middle, and exit OR, according to their position in
the circuit. ORs in a circuit are connected by TCP connections and TLS [Dierks and
Rescorla 2008] is used to provide hop-by-hop authenticity, data integrity and confidentiality. Traffic in Tor travels in fixed-sized units (512 bytes) called cells. Figure 1
visualizes the Tor network.
2.2. Circuits and Streams

The OP builds circuits by first selecting three routers, Xi , according to Tor’s
bandwidth-weighted router selection algorithm (described in Section 2.6). Next, to
start establishing the circuit, the OP sends a create fast command to X1 , which responds with a created fast reply. To extend the encrypted channel, the OP sends an
extend command to X1 , containing in its payload a create command and the first half
of a Diffie-Hellman (DH) handshake for router X2 , encrypted to X2 ’s public key. Router
X1 forwards this create command to router X2 , and when it receives a created cell back
from router X2 , it forwards its payload in an extended cell to the OP to finish the client’s
DH handshake with router X2 . The same procedure is carried out for each subsequent
OR added to the circuit, establishing a shared session key between the OP and each of
the routers in the circuit. Cells sent along a circuit by an OP are multiply encrypted,
with one layer of encryption (using the above session key) for each hop in the circuit.
Each hop decrypts one layer before passing the cell to the next hop.
For performance reasons, an OP preemptively creates a number of spare circuits for
its user applications. In order to communicate with the client application (for example,
a web browser), the OP exposes a SOCKS proxy, which the browser is configured to
use. When the browser connects a new TCP stream to the OP’s SOCKS proxy, the OP
attaches the new stream to an appropriate pre-established circuit. (OPs can multiplex
several TCP streams over one circuit.) Once a circuit begins being used, it generally
has a lifetime of ten minutes, after which no new streams will be attached to it, though
the circuit will continue to exist until all streams it contains are closed.
Note that only the exit node can observe the user’s traffic, and only the entry guard
knows the identity of the user. If both the entry guard and exit node cooperate, however, they can use traffic analysis to link the initiator to her destination.
4

2.3. Tor’s Queuing Architecture

Tor uses (at the application layer) a tiered buffer architecture to manage cells traveling
through circuits, as shown in Figure 2. When an OR receives a cell from an external
server or from another OR or OP, the cell is passed from the kernel TCP receive buffer
to a corresponding 32 KiB connection-level input buffer in Tor. After the cell is encrypted or decrypted, it is placed on the appropriate FIFO circuit queue. Since several
circuits share the same connection output buffer, a scheduler is used to retrieve cells
from the circuit queues to be placed on a 32 KiB output buffer. Finally, the cells are
sent to the kernel TCP send buffer which flushes them to the next OR or OP.
2.4. Circuit Scheduling

Tor uses a label-switching design that multiplexes several circuits across the same
Tor routers. In order to ensure that each circuit is given a fair share of the routers’
bandwidth, Tor’s original design employed a round-robin queuing mechanism. Each
circuit is serviced in a first-come, first-served manner, which ensures that each circuit
is given a fair share of the available bandwidth. However, McCoy et al.[2008] have
revealed that the distribution of application traffic on Tor is not uniform across all
circuits: a relatively small number of circuits (e.g., bulk file downloaders) consume a
disproportional amount of the network’s bandwidth. To mitigate the unfairness, Tang
and Goldberg [2010] proposed a circuit scheduling prioritization scheme (described in
Section 5.2.1) so that interactive circuits are serviced before bulk-downloader circuits.
This prioritized circuit scheduling is currently deployed on the live Tor network.
2.5. Traffic Throttling

In order to provide routers with the ability to control and manage congestion and
network overload, the Tor network employs several levels of throttling to limit the
amount of data that enters the network, as follows:
— Rate limiting: each Tor OR implements a token bucket rate limiting algorithm that
limits the amount of bandwidth an OR can spend on the network. The rate limit
can be configured by the OR operator.
— Circuit windows: each circuit uses an end-to-end window-based flow control algorithm that limits the amount of data traveling down a circuit at any time. The
OP and the exit maintain a window that is initialized to 1000 cells (500 KiB). This
means that the end OR (exit or OP) can send 1000 data cells down the circuit before
an acknowledgment is received. Every time a data cell is sent, the window size is
decremented by 1, and transmission stops if the window size reaches 0. When the receiving end (OP or exit) receives 100 cells, it sends an acknowledgment cell, known
as the circuit sendme cell, to the sending end (exit or OP). When a circuit sendme
cell is received at any end, the OR increments its circuit windows by 100.
— Stream windows: recall that every Tor circuit multiplexes several TCP streams from
a user’s applications. Each stream is flow controlled using a stream-level window,
which operates in a very similar manner to circuit windows, except that the window size is 500 cells (250 KiB). Every time one end OR receives 50 cells, it sends
a stream sendme acknowledgment cell, which has the effect of incrementing the
window at the other end by 50.
2.6. Router Selection Algorithm

In the original Tor proposal, ORs are selected uniformly at random for circuit construction. This is based on the idea that random selection allows all routers to be
selected with equal probability, which increases the uncertainty of an observer trying
to deanonymize the routers used in a particular circuit. However, due to heterogeneity
5

in resources and to protect users from other classes of attacks, the algorithm was later
changed to fulfill the following constraints:
(1) No router appears more than once on a path, and no two routers in the same circuit
belong to the same class B network (/16 subnet) or the same family. Co-administered
routers can be marked as belonging to the same family by operators to avoid hindering users’ privacy.
(2) Directory authorities assign flags to routers based on their performance, stability
and roles in the network. For example, a “fast” flag is given to an OR that is active,
and its bandwidth is either in the top 7/8 of known active routers or at least a minimum defined amount. An OR with a “stable” flag is defined as one whose weighted
mean time between failure is at least the median for all known routers.
(3) As of 2006, to defend against some attacks, such as the predecessor [Wright et al.
2004] and locating hidden services [Øverlier and Syverson 2006] attacks, Tor’s
router selection algorithm was changed so that the entry node is chosen from a subset of nodes known as the entry guards. An entry guard is a node whose weighted
fractional uptime is at least the median for active routers, and its bandwidth is at
least the median or at least 250 KB/s [Dingledine and Mathewson 2015b]. At time of
writing, a set of 3 guards is selected, assigned a validity period between 30–60 days,
and used throughout that time for all circuits. However, to limit opportunities for
attacks by malicious guards, this design is currently being changed, so that every
client uses one entry guard for a longer period of time [Dingledine et al. 2014].
(4) Selecting a subsequent OR on the path is proportional to its offered bandwidth,
in order to ensure that more capable routers are chosen more often. If bi is the
PN
bandwidth1 offered by router i, then router i is chosen with probability bi / k=1 bk ,
where N is the total number of routers in the network.
2.7. Tor’s Threat Model

The threat model in Tor assumes a local active adversary that can watch or control
part of the network (no more than 20%, for example) and can add, delete or modify
traffic in the network. The anonymity of a Tor circuit is compromised if the adversary can watch the two ends, the entry and exit, of the circuit. That is, if an adversary controls a fraction f of the network, then the probability of circuit compromise
is f 2 , which is the probability of controlling the two ends of a circuit. For example, if
we assume a powerful adversary controlling 20% of the network resources, then the
adversary will be able to deanonymize only 4% of the user circuits. Other than the
end-to-end compromise rate, Dı́az et al.[2002] proposed the degree of anonymity as
a metric to quantify anonymity for anonymous communication networks in general.
Formerly, the size of the anonymity set had been used as an anonymity metric. Without additional information, all users in the anonymity set have an equal probability
of being originators of a message; therefore, the larger the anonymity set, the more
anonymity users are provided. However, this metric does not take into account that an
attacker can assign different probabilities to users as being originators of a message
after observing the system for some time. Dı́az et al. proposed using entropy H(X)
as a tool to calculate the degree of anonymity achieved by users of a system.2 The
1 The

bandwidth value of a router published in the network consensus is calculated by the directory servers
based on a router’s advertised bandwidth, adjusted by live bandwidth measurements performed by special servers, known as the bandwidth authorities, whose duty is to periodically probe routers and report
their measured capacity to the directory servers. These values are then weighted depending on the router’s
capabilities and position in the circuit.
2 A similar entropy-based metric was independently proposed by Serjantov and Danezis [2002].
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Fig. 3. Download times. The figure compares the download time distributions of 5 MiB files over the live
Tor network in 2009 and 2015. At the median, downloading the file completed in around 144 seconds in
2009, and 14 seconds in 2015. Even though the performance has improved since 2009, it is still poor at the
fourth quartile where download times ranged from 17 to more than 25 seconds.

entropy is given by H(X) = −

N
X

pi log2 (pi ), where pi is a probability mass function

i=1

corresponding to a sender. If HM = log2 (N ) is the maximum entropy of the system,
where N is the size of the anonymity set, then the degree of anonymity d is defined as
HM − H(X)
H(X)
=
. For the special case of only one user, d = 0.
d=1−
HM
HM
2.8. Anonymity Loves Company

Tor offers anonymity at the expense of intolerable performance costs. Figure 3 shows
the download time distribution of 5 MiB files over the Tor network from July to October
2009 [Tor Project 2015b]. During that time period, the median download time was 144
seconds. Over the years, the performance of Tor has improved tremendously, as also
shown in Figure 3. The median download time in 2015 is 14 seconds. This improvement
could be attributed to many factors such as (1) the increasing capacity and number
of routers serving the network, and (2) performance improvements that have been
adopted over the years.
Not only do performance problems hinder Tor’s wider adoption, but they can have
an immense impact on its anonymity [Dingledine and Mathewson 2006]. If users are
discouraged from Tor’s below-mediocre service, the anonymity set of all users would
eventually shrink, which in turn reduces the anonymity guarantees obtained from the
network today. Therefore, it is crucial to improve the performance and usability of Tor
in order to enhance the anonymity it provides.
Interestingly, while improving performance is useful for adoption and anonymity, it
can also improve the effectiveness of active side-channel based attacks, as has been
demonstrated by Geddes et al. [2013]. The reason is that improving performance
causes less variability in throughput and latency observations, which improves the
accuracy of attacks that relay on measuring latency and throughput to deanonymize
users.
2.9. Hidden Services

Tor allows servers to provide content and services over the network while maintaining
their anonymity. First, a hidden service generates a public/private key pair and chooses
some routers randomly as introduction points. Then, to advertise its service, the hid7

den service creates a signed descriptor containing the introduction point information
and its own public key. Based on the contents of the descriptor and a validity time period t, a descriptor ID will be generated, and then the descriptor will be published in a
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) hash ring that is formed by hidden service directories.
The hidden service computes the directory responsible for holding its descriptor based
on a closeness metric between the descriptor ID and the directory’s fingerprint, which
is the SHA-1 hash of the directory’s public key. (At the time of writing, descriptors are
uploaded to 6 hidden service directories.) Note that the responsible directories for a
specific descriptor change after time t. The hidden service publishes its onion address,
which is an address of the form abc.onion where abc is a truncated hash of the hidden
service public key. The hidden service also maintains circuits to its introduction points
and informs them of its public key.
When a client is interested in connecting to hidden service X, it first searches for
the latter’s onion address abc.onion, which can be queried through one of the public
routers that is part of the DHT. Next, the client starts preparing for the connection to X
by constructing a circuit to a randomly chosen Rendezvous Point (RP). The client sends
a command cell to the RP containing a 20-byte arbitrary ID to serve as a rendezvous
cookie. Then, the client builds a circuit to one of X’s introduction points and sends a
message (encrypted to X’s public key) containing the first half of a DH handshake,
along with its RP information, and the rendezvous cookie that was sent to the RP
in the previous step. Finally, X builds a circuit to the RP, and the two parties can
communicate.
2.10. Blocking Resistance

Because Tor uses a centralized approach to distribute its routers’ information, it is
possible for censors to obtain the list of the public routers (from the directory servers),
and block access to the Tor network. To mitigate this problem, Tor uses special unlisted routers called bridges to help users residing within regimes, such as China
and Iran, which are actively blocking the Tor network. Clients can obtain information about bridges by visiting https://bridges.torproject.org or by sending mail
to bridges@bridges.torproject.org from a Gmail account. Clients usually get a response consisting of the contact information of three bridges. Clients can then configure their OPs to use the bridges they learn about as first hops in their circuits. To
prevent censors from enumerating the list of available bridges, Tor rate limits the distribution of bridges using simple IP- and email-based strategies. For example, users
requesting bridges from the same IP/email addresses will get the same list of bridges.
In addition to blocking by IP addresses, censors can also filter by traffic flows. To protect Tor flows from being identified in censored regimes, Tor uses pluggable transports,
which are extensions that provide bridge users with a means to obfuscate and disguise
their Tor traffic to appear like different protocols or applications (such as Skype or
HTTP).
3. DESIGN WEAKNESSES

Despite its popularity, previous research has pointed out several design weaknesses in
Tor. Below, we summarize those weaknesses.
3.1. Scalability

This refers to the network’s ability to grow with the increasing number of users. Scalability problems are lurking in the future of the Tor network because of two main issues:
the centralized design, and the high client-to-router ratio.
Recall that the network uses a centralized design to help clients and routers bootstrap and continuously keep a fresh list of routers serving in the network. This is
8
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Fig. 4. Distribution of observed bandwidth taken from router descriptors in October 2014. The observed
bandwidth is an estimate of the capacity of the router [Dingledine and Mathewson 2015a]. To bootstrap this
value, when routers join the network, they build test circuits and send cells over the test circuits in order to
measure their bandwidth.

important to prevent some families of partitioning attacks that leverage stale information to compromise the anonymity of users. For example, if a client is using an old
set of routers, whose size is smaller than the actual number of current routers, this
will give the attacker a higher success rates in guessing which routers are used in the
client’s circuits. Therefore, routers and clients download the router descriptors and
network consensus document, which lists all current routers and their information,
periodically, in order to have a consistent view of the network. This centralized design,
while a good defence against some attacks, is a cause for scalability problems. First,
it has been estimated that if the Tor network grew to the sizes of popular peer-to-peer
(P2P) networks, it would spend more bandwidth relaying descriptors than in routing
anonymous traffic [McLachlan et al. 2009].
Second, although the number of Tor users has been steadily growing since it was
deployed more than ten years ago, the number of routers supporting the network has
not been growing at the same pace. This results in a high client-to-router ratio, where
more than one million clients route their traffic over more than 6000 routers.
3.2. Security

Recall that the traditional security analysis of Tor assumes that the attacker needs
to control both ends (entry and exit) of a circuit in order to compromise it. However, there have been several proposed attacks that demonstrated their ability to increase the compromise rate of users, such as the Selective Denial of Service (SDoS)
attack [Borisov et al. 2007], side-channel information attacks [Murdoch and Danezis
2005; Hopper et al. 2010; Evans et al. 2009; Mittal et al. 2011a], and the Autonomous
System (AS)-level adversary attack [Murdoch and Zielinski 2007; Edman and Syverson 2009].
3.3. Lack and Mismanagement of Resources

Because Tor’s resources, such as its router bandwidth and CPU, are provided by volunteers, they suffer from significant heterogeneity. For instance, the bandwidth capabilities of routers can vastly range from as little as 20 KiB/s to more than 20 MiB/s. As can
be seen in Figure 4, more than 60% of routers have less than 1 MiB/s, and only 10%
of the routers have more than 20 MiB/s. Recall that a circuit consists of three routers;
the huge difference in capacity results in high variability in performance as observed
by the system users, as we saw previously in Figure 3.
9

This problem becomes even more evident with the increasing usage of bandwidthconstrained routers, such as bridges. It has been observed that circuits that use bridges
are significantly slower than those that use non-bridge routers [AlSabah et al. 2013].
Finally, instead of allowing the slowest routers in the network to share some traffic
load, Tor’s router selection algorithm (described in Section 2.6) favours mostly faster
routers since the selection is weighted by bandwidth. Routers that are not assigned
the “Fast” flag are not considered as candidates in Tor’s router selection algorithm.
3.4. Poor Quality of Service

Traffic congestion adds further delays and variability to the performance of the network. McCoy et al.[2008] studied traffic on the Tor network and revealed that although
Tor was originally designed for interactive applications such as web browsing and instant messaging, a small number of Tor users use bandwidth-greedy applications such
as BitTorrent that consume more than 40% of the available bandwidth in the network;
this in turn degrades the experience of interactive application users.
Worse, Tor provides all applications with equivalent service, despite the fact that
interactive and bulk applications have different requirements. For example, higher
responsiveness is very critical for real-time applications, but is irrelevant for bulk applications, which require higher throughput. Ideally, bulk downloads should be running in the background, so as not to impact interactive applications. If the network
has available bandwidth to use for bulk downloads, then such bandwidth-intensive
applications can ramp up to use any spare bandwidth.
3.5. Poor Transport Design

Tor’s OPs and ORs communicate with each other using TCP connections. Every ORto-OR TCP connection multiplexes circuits from several users. Reardon and Goldberg [2009] pointed out that this design can potentially hinder the performance of
interactive circuits. To understand this problem, consider the application-layer queuing architecture of Tor, depicted in Figure 2. The figure shows the data paths of cells
belonging to two circuits built by two different clients, where one circuit is used for file
sharing and the other is used for browsing. The clients use two different entry guards,
but share the same middle and exit ORs of a circuit. This means that both circuits will
be multiplexed in the same TCP connection between the two ORs (middle and exit).
Since the file sharing circuit transmits more data than the interactive browsing
circuit, two issues can undermine the performance of the interactive circuit. First,
both circuits share an application layer output buffer, which is filled quickly by the file
sharing data, forcing the browsing cells to wait behind the file sharing data. Second,
although the bulk circuit drops more data in the connection between middle and exit,
TCP’s congestion control, triggered due to lost packets, will be applied on both circuits
to throttle them, which is not fair for the browsing circuit.
3.6. Lack of Congestion Control

Although the original Tor design claimed to implement a congestion control algorithm,
the reality is that the Tor network is actually not congestion controlled, but only flow
controlled. Although flow and congestion control are often lumped together as one concept, they implement different functionalities. Flow control is concerned with regulating flow in the network between two endpoints, so that the sender does not overrun the
receiver. Congestion control, on the other hand, focuses on techniques that protect the
network from congestion, a state in which a network node is overloaded because the
rate of its incoming traffic is greater than the rate of its outgoing traffic. In the context
of Tor, the implication of the lack of congestion control is that intermediate routers
on a circuit cannot react to congestion or reduce the transmission rate of the sender.
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A good congestion control algorithm should strike a good balance between bandwidth
(can be wasted with small queue sizes) and latency (can increase with larger queues).
TCP serves as a good example to distinguish the two concepts. To maintain flow
control in TCP, a sender and a receiver negotiate a window size that controls how
much unacknowledged data a sender can forward to a receiver. The size of the window
matches the transmission rate of the sender with that of the receiver. As for congestion
control, TCP implements four different techniques: slow start, congestion avoidance,
fast retransmit and fast recovery. In general, those techniques infer the congestion
state of the network by utilizing timers and by monitoring acknowledgements in order
to adjust the transmission rate according to the inferred conditions.
3.7. Circuit Construction

In the original onion routing design, to construct a circuit, a user creates an onion
where each layer contains symmetric keys for the corresponding router on the circuit,
and information about the next router on the path. One problem with this approach
is that it did not provide a forward secrecy property, meaning that if a router is compromised, it can reveal information about past user communication. This can be done
if an adversary records all communication and later obtains a private key of a router
and uses it to decrypt the session key messages, thereby obtaining the key to decrypt
the rest of the communication.
To avoid this problem, the circuit construction in Tor is performed in a telescoping
manner. This means that the circuit is built incrementally and interactively with each
hop on the path so as for the client to establish shared keys with each hop, as described in Section 2.2. The drawback of this operation is that it is costly; establishing
a circuit of length ` requires Θ(`2 ) network communications, and Θ(`2 ) symmetric encryptions/decryptions [Kate et al. 2007]. This disadvantage is especially critical to Tor
routers, since the most commonly used ones are CPU challenged [Mathewson 2010].
4. CLASSIFICATION OF IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

Several research directions have spun off to address the design weaknesses described
in Section 3. We have visualized those directions, branching off from the center, in the
mind map depicted in Figure 5. The leaves of the mind map represent previous proposals that we will cover in this paper. Note that our coverage of the previous proposals
will neither be exhaustive nor complete; however, we hope that it will be sufficiently
detailed so that the reader will appreciate the core of this research area.
As shown in the figure, those five main research directions can be categorized as
follows:
(1) Traffic Management: Literature on traffic management in Tor mainly revolves
around reducing traffic overload, and relieving the congestion symptoms by addressing the poor transport design, the lack and mismanagement of resources, poor QoS,
and the lack of congestion control. Those can be classified to overlay (application)
layer (Section 5), and transport layer (Section 6) approaches. While traffic congestion is a well-known problem in Tor as the network is not congestion controlled,
there are only a couple of proposals that aim to provide congestion control. Those
are the N23 algorithm (described in Section 5.4), and UDP-OR (described in Section 6.2).
(2) Router selection: Recall that an OP (Tor client) has to build circuits before it can
use the network. A router selection scheme is concerned with the method by which
nodes are selected to form these circuits. Traditional IP routing protocols attempt to
minimize cost, which can be a function of various metrics such as hop count, latency,
bandwidth, load, etc. While these metrics can help choose the highest-performing
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paths, they cannot be easily adopted in anonymity networks, where choosing random routers for a path is more desirable from a security perspective. Therefore,
there is an increasing need to find routing scheme alternatives that combine the security benefit of choosing random routers to construct a path with the performance
benefits of choosing least-costly routers. We see in Section 7 how the router selection problem has been approached in the literature. This research direction also
addresses the lack and mismanagement of resources.
(3) Scalability: To address the scalability problems facing anonymity networks, previous work proposed decentralizing the network infrastructure to support peer-topeer network setups. Because of the anonymity challenges facing P2P networks
(P2P lookups break anonymity), another proposed direction is to maintain the centralized architecture of the network, while leveraging Private Information Retrieval
(PIR) techniques to reduce the costs of router discovery and augment the network’s
scalability. Section 8 surveys both directions.
(4) Circuit construction: To reduce the computational and communication cost of Tor’s
iterative circuit building process, several protocols have been proposed. Some protocols trade off between anonymity and performance. In general, performance gains
are achieved at the expense of anonymity guarantees when a proposed protocol
requires placing more trust in a centralized party, or when forward secrecy is eliminated. Section 9 is dedicated to the circuit construction problem.
(5) Security: Attacks on anonymous communication systems can be broadly categorized
to passive or active. Passive attacks, presented in Section 10, include traffic analysis
attacks that can be carried out by an Autonomous System (AS) adversary sitting at
both ends of the communication, or any entity watching a client’s traffic to perform
website fingerprinting. Active attacks, presented in Section 11, can be side-channel,
where the adversary leverages congestion, latency or throughput to increase the
compromise rates, routing-based, where the adversary exploits the router selection
algorithm to attract more client circuits, or end-to-end confirmation, where malicious entries and exits collude to deanonymize the user.
5. OVERLAY LAYER TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Recall that Tor is not congestion controlled. Various previous approaches, surveyed in
this section, tackle this problem by introducing traffic management techniques such
as improved scheduling, classification and throttling. While such techniques can ease
the congestion symptoms, and provide performance improvements for interactive application users, they are unable to solve the root cause of the problem, which is overlay
layer congestion. Only one work (N23 [AlSabah et al. 2011]) attempts to add congestion
control to Tor. Below we survey those proposals.
5.1. Incentive-based Schemes

Incentive-based schemes aim to encourage clients to contribute bandwidth to the network by becoming ORs themselves. From a high level, all existing proposals—the Gold
Star scheme [Ngan et al. 2010], BRAIDS [Jansen et al. 2010], and LIRA [Jansen et al.
2013]—are similar in terms of the incentive used: performance gains.
The Gold Star scheme aims to incentivize Tor clients to relay anonymous traffic.
Trusted authoritative directories are responsible for assigning “gold stars” to routers
after evaluating their bandwidth capabilities, and after testing their faithfulness in
relaying traffic. A gold star’s router traffic is given higher priority by other routers,
which means they always get relayed ahead of other traffic. In this scheme, there are
only two types of traffic: gold star prioritized, and other non-prioritized. The reason for
the simple two-level classification of the proposed scheme is to protect the anonymity
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Fig. 5. This mind map summarizes the research directions on Tor. Its leaves represent works that are
discussed in this paper.

of users that can be hurt if an observer is able to reduce the anonymity set based on the
class of service of a circuit. This scheme is very simple and easy to implement in the
current Tor network. Experimental results have shown that cooperative users—clients
that donate an amount of bandwidth to relay network traffic—witness significant improvements in download times and ping times, even under heavy background traffic.
Also, cheating users that stop relaying network traffic after achieving a gold star status are penalized with degraded performance whenever they toggle to their selfish
behavior.
In BRAIDS, clients first obtain free tickets from a bank, which is a centralized and
partially trusted offline entity that is responsible for bandwidth accounting tasks.
Clients remain anonymous, as they use blind signatures to get the signed tickets from
the bank. Each ticket can be redeemed at a specified router; this solves the problem of
double spending, meaning that no client can use a ticket twice. When a client wishes to
get improved service from a router R, it can present it with tickets. Each ticket allows
the client to receive an improved prioritized service for a fixed number of data cells.
After the ticket is used, the circuit priority is lowered, but can be restored after a new
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ticket is presented. A used ticket is utilized by R as a voucher that is redeemable for
a new router-specific ticket for another router C. Therefore, the more service a router
R provides, the more tickets for improved service it can collect, thereby obtaining a
better service from the network.
While experimental results showed that BRAIDS leads to better overall network
performance (assuming more clients provide router service), it is still impractical as
it relies on a centralized server for distributing and exchanging tickets (for millions
of users) resulting in scalability and single-point-of-failure problems. Furthermore,
both the Gold Star scheme and BRAIDS introduce anonymity risks as they allow an
observer to infer if the client is also a router (based on service obtained), and thereby
reduce the size of the anonymity set from more than a million users to only around
6000 routers.
LIRA was proposed to address some of these limitations by leveraging a cryptographic lottery at routers. If a client wants a prioritized service, he makes a guess and
gets prioritized service with a tunable probability. To get guaranteed prioritized service, clients can run as routers and in exchange for their bandwidth, they obtain tokens
from a central bank. Clients can then use those tokens to purchase “guaranteed winners” to the lottery for prioritized service at the routers. The main drawback of LIRA
is that misbehaving clients can try to create multiple circuits until they get a prioritized one. For example, if the probability of winning the lottery to obtain improved
service (in the absence of a “guaranteed winner” ticket) is 20%, then on average, clients
will get 2 prioritized circuits out of every 10 they build; this will encourage clients to
keep building circuits to find winners, wasting network resources. Reducing the probability of winning introduces anonymity issues, because an adversary monitoring a
prioritized circuit can reduce the anonymity set. On the other hand, LIRA addresses
BRAIDS’ scalability issues because LIRA’s bank only interacts with ORs, and not with
all clients.
TEARS [Jansen et al. 2014a] attempts to solve the scalability problems by distributing the management of incentives over multiple semi-trusted parties, such as the authoritative directory servers already employed by Tor. To prevent the semi-trusted
servers from misbehaving, their interactions with routers use an e-cash protocol (similar to Bitcoin), which is publicly auditable. Routers are rewarded, by the servers, with
anonymous coins (called Shallots) in exchange for the bandwidth they spend relaying
anonymous traffic. Shallots can be exchanged for PriorityPasses, which are routerspecific tickets that can be used to obtain prioritized network service. The trusted
servers also distribute Shallots to users in order to increase the anonymity set of
routers. One issue challenging TEARS is that it relies on a decentralized process to perform secure bandwidth measurements, which does not exist in practice in the current
Tor network. While bandwidth authorities are currently deployed by the Tor network,
it is not clear how reliable their measurements are in the face of various adversarial
scenarios.
5.2. Scheduling and Traffic Prioritization
5.2.1. Circuit Scheduling. To address the cross-circuit interference problem (described
in Section 3.5), Tang and Goldberg [2010] propose prioritizing circuits that have interactive traffic. Because it is hard to identify the type of traffic in an anonymity network,
the insight of this work is to change the scheduling algorithm so that it gives precedence to circuits that have sent fewer cells recently, thereby increasing their responsiveness. To achieve that, each circuit maintains a state variable that keeps track of the
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of the number of cells sent. A smaller
such value is likely to identify a circuit with interactive traffic, which the scheduler
prioritizes and gives service next, as opposed to Tor’s original round-robin scheduling.
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Small-scale live experiments show that this technique does not hurt the performance
of bulk transfer circuits; however, later work by Jansen et al.[2012] showed that the
performance of bulk clients can be noticeably worse when this prioritization algorithm
is used. Also, web clients only benefit from the EWMA circuit scheduler under heavy
traffic loads. Under light traffic loads, clients might experience performance degradation when EWMA is used.
5.2.2. Fair Queuing. Tschorsch and Scheuermann [2011] observe that the interaction
between the router-level token bucket rate-limiting algorithm and the three levels of
scheduling (incoming and outgoing round robin scheduling at the connection level, and
outgoing scheduling at the circuit-level) results in an unfair allocation of bandwidth
between the competing circuits. The router-level throttling algorithm divides the bandwidth equally among connections, even though some connections carry more circuits.
The proposed solution is to allocate any unutilized bandwidth from one connection to
other connections following max-min fairness principles. This can be achieved by using
a global round robin scheduler that serves all circuits. This technique is used in combination with N23 (described in Section 5.4) in order to get quick feedback on congestion
at bottlenecks. Simulation results showed that using this approach results in global
max-min fairness allowing a fair bandwidth allocation among circuits.
5.2.3. Classification. One problem in Tor is that it provides all applications with equivalent service, despite the fact that different applications have different requirements.
For example, interactive real-time applications require more responsiveness from the
network, whereas bulk applications require higher throughput. To alleviate the impact that bulk circuits have on interactive circuits, AlSabah et al.[2012] introduced
DiffTor. DiffTor is a machine-learning-based approach to perform traffic classification
of Tor’s encrypted traffic into three traffic categories: browsing, streaming, and bulk.
This approach has two use cases: online and offline.
The offline classification can be used to provide insight into the usage of the network
without applying privacy-intrusive Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) techniques. The online classification, on the other hand, gives each router the flexibility of applying realtime Quality of Service rules on the different traffic classes. For example, a router can
prioritize interactive circuits, and throttle bulk circuits if it is experiencing congestion.
When the router has some spare bandwidth, it can allow the bulk circuits to ramp up.
Since the traffic is encrypted and travels in fixed-sized units, the authors rely on
timing and cell counts (and other related statistics) to extract features for the classification. More than 90% accuracy can be obtained using decision trees and Naive
Bayes classifiers. To evaluate the effectiveness of the classification approach, they implemented a Naive Bayes classifier on an entry guard router that they deployed on the
live Tor network. They also implemented a simple QoS rule that throttles a connection
if several circuits in the connection are classified as bulk. This simple rule resulted in
more than 70% improvements in the time-to-first-byte and download time measurements observed by a web client using the same entry guard. This demonstrates how
greedy applications are capable of consuming most of the bandwidth in Tor if left uncontrolled.
5.2.4. Throttling. To reduce the impact of greedy file sharing applications on the network, Jansen et al. [2012] leverage Tor’s already existing token bucket throttling system (Section 2.5). This technique is employed by entry guards, who keep track of the
EWMA of cells sent (as proposed previously by Tang and Goldberg; see Section 5.2.1) at
the connection level. Furthermore, they explore three algorithms that adjust or throttle the connection between an entry guard and a client. Their most effective algorithm,
nicknamed the threshold algorithm, sorts circuits from loudest to quietest based on the
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EWMA of cells sent, with the goal of throttling a loudest threshold of all connections.
The authors report that a threshold of 90% yields the best results. The problem with
such an approach is that it would unnecessarily throttle time-sensitive interactive applications if the threshold is too high. Another problem with the threshold algorithm
is that it is based only on a simple metric (EWMA of cells sent), which is sometimes
unreliable as interactive circuits sometimes have large values of EWMA while they
are downloading web pages. This metric is also easy to game, as misbehaving bulk
clients can try to spread their traffic over multiple circuits so that their circuits look
lighter [AlSabah et al. 2012].
5.2.5. Hybrid Techniques. In Tortoise [Moore et al. 2011], all clients using the network
are throttled, using Tor’s already-implemented token-bucket system (Section 2.5), to
a certain bandwidth rate by entry guards. While the global rate-limiting significantly
slows down bulk downloaders, and allows more spare bandwidth to be present in the
network, it also slightly slows down web browsing users. For a user to bypass the
throttling, he has to run as a router. This design unfortunately hinders the anonymity
of router operators, as if the adversary observes an unthrottled circuit, he can reduce
the anonymity set of the unthrottled circuit initiators to the set of publicly known
router operators.
To prevent users from gaming Tortoise by either running limited-bandwidth routers,
or by running only sporadically, global throttling can only be bypassed by the routers
labeled “fast” and “stable” by the directory authorities. This condition ensures that
clients can only bypass the throttling if they contribute a significant amount of bandwidth to the network.
5.3. Multipath Routing

Multipath routing has been studied in the context of onion routing by Snader [2010].
In this work, Snader simulated downloading a 1 MB file over a Tor network simulator.
The file was divided into 512-byte chunks and sent over multiple circuits simultaneously. He observed that throughput was significantly improved with the use of multiple circuits; however, using two circuits performs better than using one circuit or more
than two circuits—using more than two circuits increases the chances of choosing a
slow router. The median transfer time remains unchanged for more than two circuits,
but the 90th percentile transfer times actually increase when the number of circuits
used is greater than two. However, this work does not provide a security analysis of
how compromise rates would be affected if clients adopted this technique.
Multipath routing has also been proposed to improve the experience of bridge users.
Because bridge users observe worse performance than the rest of the network, Conflux [AlSabah et al. 2013] was introduced to enhance their browsing experience by
using multipath routing in Tor. A bridge user starts by building a primary circuit using Tor’s usual weighted bandwidth selection algorithm. Next, he builds a secondary
circuit using the same algorithm with the exception that it has the same exit OR as the
primary circuit, and uses a different bridge. Once the two circuits are built, the user
sends a new command message that contains a special 32-bit number on both circuits
towards the common exit. This allows the exit to know that both circuits belong to
the same user. When the user starts downloading data, the exit performs a weighted
traffic splitting algorithm that balances load on each circuit. Conflux exploits Tor’s circuit sendme messages sent from the client to the exit on each circuit to compute the
latency on each path, and set the weight of the traffic sent on each circuit accordingly.
If one path is more loaded, it gets a smaller fraction of the traffic. Because cells may
arrive out of order at the client, a Conflux exit adds 4-byte sequence numbers to the
cells, and a Conflux client buffers and reorders cells before passing them to the client.
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The location of the bottleneck node in the circuit affects the benefits observed by
Conflux. Benefits appear to be substantial as long as the Conflux circuit bottleneck is
not the (common) exit. Furthermore, because Conflux uses more nodes in its circuit
than a vanilla Tor circuit, it slightly raises the path compromise rate for its users.
5.4. Congestion Control

Although traffic congestion is a major problem facing any network, previous
work [AlSabah et al. 2011] pointed out that Tor is flow controlled, but not congestion
controlled. This means that intermediate routers on a circuit cannot react or protect
themselves from congestion at the overlay layer. To introduce congestion control in
Tor, AlSabah et al.[2011] introduced to Tor N23, a credit-based congestion control algorithm that was originally proposed for Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks.
Briefly, every OR maintains a variable, credit balance, which denotes the amount of
data an OR can send on a circuit. When a circuit is created, the credit balance is
initialized to N2+N3, where N2 and N3 are system parameters. When an OR forwards a
cell downstream, it decrements the circuit’s balance by 1. Every time an OR sends N2
cells downstream, it forwards a new cell type, known as the credit cell, upstream. The
credit cell allows the upstream OR to calculate the amount of buffer space available
downstream to update its credit balance variable accordingly.
N23 provides several advantages to Tor ORs. First, their circuit queues depicted in
Figure 2 never grow beyond N2+N3 (approximately 100), whereas in stock Tor, the circuit queues can reach up to 1000 cells. Second, when an OR gets congested, it stops
sending credit cells to the upstream OR, which will run out of credits, and stop forwarding data to the congested OR. This allows ORs to signal congestion using back
pressure. Finally, if there is a sudden increase or decrease in the available bandwidth,
N23 reacts within the round-trip time (RTT) of a single link, as opposed to the end-toend RTT of Tor’s window-based flow control algorithms.
6. TRANSPORT LAYER TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Recall that one of the key culprits to Tor’s poor performance is its transport design.
Tor multiplexes several circuits over the same TCP connection, which results in unfair application of the TCP congestion control of the shared connection on all circuits,
as well as head-of-line blocking of unrelated circuits when a packet in a circuit that
shares a TCP connection is dropped. Various proposals in this section attempt to solve
this cross-circuit interference problem by changing the transport design so that TCP’s
congestion control is applied at the circuit granularity.
6.1. TCP-over-DTLS

Another implication of the cross-circuit interference problem that was observed by
Reardon and Goldberg is that when packets are dropped or reordered from one circuit,
all other circuits going through the same TCP connection are penalized. The reason
is that the TCP stack will buffer available data on input buffers until the missing inorder component is available. To solve the cross-circuit interference problem, Reardon
and Goldberg proposed TCP-over-DTLS, a transport design in which every circuit is
managed by a user-level TCP connection. DTLS, a secure datagram protocol, is used for
inter-OR communication. This design maintains hop-by-hop reliability and congestion
control, but it introduces performance and deployment issues: (1) there is a lack of an
available user-level TCP stack whose license is compatible with Tor, (2) even if such
user-level stacks exist, they are known to perform worse and consume more CPU cycles
than their kernel-level counterparts [Edwards and Muir 1995; Braun et al. 1995].
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6.2. UDP-OR

In UDP-OR [Viecco 2008], a TCP connection is maintained at the two ends of a circuit,
the OP and the exit, and UDP, an unreliable transport, is used for communication
between routers. The advantage of this design is that it simplifies the tasks of processing at intermediate routers and allows for the introduction of congestion control at
the overlay layer (user-level TCP congestion control is performed between the OP and
exit); however, it creates the following problems: (1) reliability and in-order delivery is
not maintained between routers, which requires changing the current cryptographic
protocols currently used in Tor in which if a cell is lost, subsequent cells can not be encrypted or decrypted correctly. This also means that discovering lost packets, in cases
of extreme congestion, will be in the order of several seconds; (2) this design used the
kernel TCP stack, which opens the door to OS fingerprinting attacks.
6.3. Torchestra

In Torchestra [Gopal and Heninger 2012], two TCP connections are used between any
pair of routers. One connection is used to multiplex light circuits, and the other is used
to multiplex heavy circuits. The exit OR uses the EWMA of cells sent (as proposed
previously by Tang and Goldberg; see Section 5.2.1) in order to classify circuits as light
or bulk. Then, special control cells are sent to instruct the remaining routers on the
circuit of the classification decision. Therefore, all ORs in a circuit using Torchestra
need to upgrade in order to benefit from this work. However, it has been pointed out
that the EWMA of cells sent is not enough to determine if a circuit is light or bulk, and
unfortunately, the classification accuracy was not discussed in Torchestra. Although
Torchestra was implemented, it was only tested on a small-scale network setup, which
is not sufficient to provide conclusive results regarding its benefits.
6.4. PCTCP

AlSabah and Goldberg [2013] attempt to solve the shortcomings of previous transport
designs by dedicating a separate kernel-level TCP connection for each circuit. This
has the advantage of maintaining reliability and congestion control on a hop-by-hop
basis. Second, using a separate kernel-level TCP connection eliminates buffer sharing
between bulk and interactive application cells, which solves the cross-circuit interference problem in Tor.3 Finally, this design eliminates the performance and deployability
problems inherent from using user-level TCP.
However, to prevent an adversary to determine which circuit within a connection is
carrying any particular cell, PCTCP proposes using the Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP) protocol of IPsec, the standard security mechanism for the IP layer, in transport mode, which provides authenticity, integrity and confidentiality of the data communicated between any two ORs using PCTCP. The individual circuits, each in their
own TCP connection, are all bundled within a single IPsec channel, so the attacker
cannot discern the circuits.
Although the experimental evaluation of PCTCP shows significant improvement
benefits, deployment of IPsec might face some challenges in Tor, which could be mitigated by shipping Tor with scripts that can facilitate router operators installing IPsec.
Other challenges might arise from older Windows-based ORs, which are notorious
for their inability to handle the increasing number of sockets required for the operation of PCTCP. IMUX [Geddes et al. 2014] (described in Section 6.7) builds on the
3 We

note that the queueing strategies utilized by IP routers might cause dropped cells from one circuit to
affect another circuit. At the transport layer, TCP connections are not independent and are affected by the
dynamics of shared IP routers.
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design of PCTCP but further explores various circuit-to-connection ratios (as opposed
to PCTCP’s 1-to-1 ratio) in order to help protect against socket exhaustion attacks.
6.5. uTor

Nowlan et al.[2013] introduced uTor to solve the head-of-line blocking issue, where
if one heavy circuit, occupying the first packet in the TCP congestion window, drops
data, the TCP congestion window will buffer available data from other circuits and
will not advance the TCP window until the missing packet is available. This is done to
guarantee in-order delivery for the data in one TCP connection.
In Tor, since circuits are logically independent from each other, delaying data from
one circuit until all missing data is available from other circuits is not needed. uTor
solves this problem by using Unordered TCP (uTCP) protected by Unordered TLS
(uTLS), which allows the TCP connection to send the available data even in the condition of missing dropped data. This way, a lost packet from one circuit will not interfere
with other circuits’ delivery. uTor requires very minimal changes to the Tor source
code, and the upgrade is backward compatible.
However, the micro-benchmark evaluation shows that only modest performance
gains can be obtained using uTor. The reason is that, unlike PCTCP, circuits in uTor
still need to share input/output buffers between any two ORs. Also, uTor adds packet
processing latency at the application layer, as it needs to perform packet sequencing,
additional per-circuit queueing, and ordering.
6.6. KIST

Jansen et al.[2014] confirm previous findings [Reardon and Goldberg 2009] regarding
where cells spend most of their queuing time in their data path in a circuit. Both
Jansen and Reardon agree that cells spend most of their time waiting in the socket
output buffers waiting to be flushed. In addition, Jansen et al.observe that although
Tor uses its EWMA circuit scheduler (see Section 5.2.1) to prioritize cells from light
circuits, those cells lose their priority when they are written to the kernel socket. The
reason is that they are not written to the kernel according to their priority level, but
according to when their corresponding sockets receive notifications from libevent, the
asynchronous event library that Tor uses for network reading and writing operations.
To solve this problem, Jansen et al.propose KIST (Kernel Informed Socket Transport), which ensures that cells do not lose their priority at the kernel. First, when a
KIST-upgraded OR is given a ready socket by libevent, instead of writing cells right
away, it waits until the end of a tunable time interval, during which it keeps track of
all ready sockets reported by libevent. At the end of the interval, it pulls cells from
the highest-priority circuits and writes them to their corresponding sockets. That way,
a higher-priority circuit is written first to the kernel and gets flushed first to its next
destination since the kernel services sockets in order. Note that this achieves global
circuit scheduling, as opposed to Tor’s per-connection local circuit scheduling.
Furthermore, KIST measures the amount of data that can be sent to the socket
based on the minimum of the available outbound kernel buffer space, and the available
congestion window space. While this moves the queueing delays from the kernel to Tor,
it gives Tor the ability to control the prioritization until the last instant before kernel
starvation. Both components of KIST have been implemented in Tor and large-scale
experiments showed significant performance benefits. However, the authors showed
that decreasing network latency makes the network more vulnerable to latency-based
attacks, where the adversary uses latency as a side channel to deanonymize clients
(see Section 11.3).
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6.7. IMUX

Geddes et al.[2014] observe that socket exhaustion attacks are effective against
PCTCP, Torchestra, and vanilla Tor, as an adversary can use one or multiple clients
to anonymously create a large number of circuits through a target router. This is done
to force the router to reach its maximum connection limit Connlimit, which is set by
returning the maximum allowed open file descriptors from the OS. Note that the attack is most effective when ORs keep the default connection limit value of 4096 for
Linux and BSD OSs, and 15,000 for other OSs. When an OR reaches its limit, it denies
connections and becomes unusable by other clients. If an OR operator allowed unlimited connections, the attack may still be effective because opening circuits can exhaust
other resources of the OR, such as memory, CPU, and bandwidth.
IMUX solves this problem by introducing a connection manager and scheduler. For
connection management, a function is called periodically (every second) to calculate
an upper bound of the number of connections allowed in a specific channel (logical
connection between two routers). First, a global connection limit is calculated by multiplying ConnLimit by τ (a tuneable parameter). This global limit is then multiplied
by the fraction of active circuits in the channel in question. After that upper bound is
calculated, the connection manager decides if it can open (or close) separate connections, when new circuits are created, to get closer to the bound calculated. If it needs to
close connections, it will choose connections that have not been fully opened, followed
by connections that were created most recently, and finally, followed by the ones that
were least recently used.
Recall that in PCTCP, the mapping is one to one between circuits to connections.
However, since IMUX caps the number of connections allowed, and since the total
number of circuits might exceed the number of connections, there is a need to manage the mapping between circuits and connections. This is done using the connection scheduler. Geddes et al.experiment with three scheduling schemes: round robin,
EWMA-based mapping, and shortest queue scheduling.
Round robin scheduling is similar to PCTCP in the sense that every circuit will get
a separate connection; however, if there are more circuits than connections, circuits
will be multiplexed and assigned to connections in a round robin manner. The EWMA
mapping scheduling generalizes Torchestra’s technique to more than 2 connections;
that is, EWMA values are maintained for circuits and connections, and are used to sort
circuits and connections from the least to the most noisy. Then, circuits are mapped
to connections that have similar EWMA values. Finally, in shortest queue scheduling,
circuits are assigned to the least congested connections based on their queue sizes.
Experimental evaluation demonstrated that for web clients, the round robin scheduling approach outperformed the other two approaches. The problem with the shortest
queue scheduling approach is that light circuits might get multiplexed with loud circuits, thereby affecting their performance. EWMA mapping scheduling does not provide any improvement over stock Tor because the EWMA value of light circuits can
experience sudden spikes when bursts occur, which takes time to decrease. This results in subsequent delays for those circuits.
7. ROUTER SELECTION

Recall that Tor clients select routers for circuits in a frequency roughly proportional to
their bandwidth. This section surveys previous research papers that investigated the
router selection problem in Tor and aimed to improve it by trading off its performance
with anonymity, by exploring other link-based metrics such as latency and jitter, by
exploiting the geographical location of routers to reduce latency, or by enabling clients
to be congestion aware.
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7.1. Tunable Selection

Snader and Borisov [2008] identified two key weaknesses in Tor’s original design.
First, ORs’ bandwidths are self-reported. This allows some routers to misbehave by
reporting exaggerated bandwidth capabilities in order to lure more circuits to use
them [Bauer et al. 2007], in order to increase the rate of compromise (see Section 11.2.2). Even when honest bandwidth values are reported, they are still a poor
indicator of the available capacity because of network dynamics and congestion states.
Second, the Tor design does not provide users with the flexibility to trade off anonymity
with performance according to their requirements.
Therefore, to solve the self-reported bandwidth problem, they proposed an opportunistic bandwidth monitoring approach, where every router aggregates the bandwidth capabilities of other routers it contacts over time, and then reports these measurements to the bandwidth authorities. They also introduce Tunable Tor, an algorithm that allows users to configure the level of performance they want to trade off
with anonymity. Briefly, Tunable Tor works as follows: the list of ORs is sorted according to some criterion (such as the opportunistic bandwidth measurement). If this list
is indexed from 0 to n − 1, then the router selected is that with the index bn · fs (x)c,
where x is selected uniformly at (
random from [0, 1), and fs is a family of functions
2sx −1
, s 6= 0
s
fs : [0, 1) → [0, 1) given by fs (x) = 2 −1
.
x,
s=0
Configuring a higher value for s results in a selection prejudice towards routers with
higher ranking in the list. If s = 0, the router is chosen uniformly at random.
Murdoch and Watson [2008] compared the performance of four different Tor path
selection algorithms: the original uniform router selection, Tor’s current bandwidthweighted router selection, and Tunable Tor with the minimum suggested s for improved anonymity (s = 1), and the maximum suggested s for improved performance
(s = 15). In their evaluations, they used two performance metrics: probability of path
compromise and network latency. They used queuing theory to model the latency expected with the different path selection algorithms.
Their latency results demonstrated that Tor’s weighted bandwidth selection algorithm provides improved performance over the other router selection algorithms. The
tuneable algorithm by Snader and Borisov was also found to degrade performance, as
if all clients choose to get higher performance, the fastest routers will be congested
and overloaded. Moreover, Tor’s weighted bandwidth selection algorithm also showed
improved anonymity against a node-rich and bandwidth-poor attacker. The reason is
that when higher-bandwidth nodes have a higher probability of being selected, the
algorithm deviates further from selecting malicious poor-bandwidth nodes. If the attacker introduces a handful of high-bandwidth nodes, the authors found that Tuneable
Tor with s = 15 and the bandwidth-weighted algorithm yielded the worst compromise
rate compared to Tuneable Tor with s = 1, and the uniformly random selection of
routers.
7.2. Link-based Selection

Sherr et al.[2009] note a number of problems in the opportunistic bandwidth monitoring described above. Routers reporting the bandwidth of other monitored routers
can lead to two undesirable effects. First, routers can lie about the bandwidth of other
routers they report. Colluding malicious routers can report exaggerated bandwidth capabilities about members of their coalition. This problem, however can be addressed
using Eigenspeed [Snader 2010], which is Snader’s improved opportunistic bandwidth
measurement algorithm that is resilient in the face of malicious attacks. The second
problem that Sherr et al.point out is that for every router to report the performance of
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other routers contacted means revealing information about established circuits, giving
the servers a more powerful global view of the network.
Alternatively, they propose replacing the opportunistic measured bandwidth in Tunable Tor with a link-based metric. Their observation is that choosing paths based on
link characteristics such as latency, jitter, or number of traversed Autonomous Systems
(ASes) can provide improved performance over node-based characteristics alone. Their
proposed link-based Tunable Tor takes place in two phases. In the first phase, the initiator generates various candidate paths, and then the end-to-end cost of each path is
computed according to the desired link-based metric. In the second phase, paths are
sorted according to their metric, and the Tunable Tor algorithm is used to trade off
between performance and anonymity.
One assumption made in the link-based router selection algorithm is that the initiator must maintain knowledge of the costs of the whole network, in order to be able
to compute the cost of the whole path. For example, if a user wishes to use latency as
a metric in constructing circuits, then it must measure the pairwise latency between
every two routers in the network. The cost of this measurement can outweigh the benefits of exploiting link-based metrics. For that reason, Sherr et al.also propose the use
of a network coordinate system, a multi-dimensional space in which the distance between routers in the virtual coordinate corresponds to the metric utilized in the router
selection algorithm.
7.3. LASTor

Rather than using a network coordinate system that maintains the latency between
ORs as proposed by Sherr et al., LASTor [2012], proposed by Akhoondi et al., is a
weighted shortest path algorithm that makes routing decisions based on the geographical distance between the source and the destination. Such distance can be estimated
by exploiting geoIP databases to predict the set of ASes between any two IP addresses
rather than the precise route between them. The advantage of this over the approach
of Sherr et al.is that it only requires client-side updates rather than expensive router
updates. Similarly to the approach of Sherr et al., LASTor also protects clients from
observers at the AS level, as it implements a lightweight technique to reliably avoid
creating paths that have the same AS on the path between the client and its entry
guard and the path between the exit and the client’s destination.
Later research by Wacek et al.[2013] (Section 7.5), however, demonstrated that LASTor performs poorly when tested under a more realistic network setup.
7.4. Congestion-aware Router Selection at Clients

Wang et al.[2012] proposed a path selection algorithm that uses latency as an indicator for circuit congestion. First, Tor’s default bandwidth-weighted router selection
algorithm is maintained to build circuits. Then, the proposed algorithm uses opportunistic and active-probing techniques to obtain latency measurements for circuits.
The client remembers the latency measurements for the individual routers, which can
be useful in two ways. First, if a client is using a congested circuit, it can switch to a
less-congested circuit. Second, the router selection algorithm is also modified to take
into account the latency measurements, in addition to the bandwidth, for candidate
routers chosen to build circuits.
7.5. Comprehensive Evaluation

Wacek et al.[2013] evaluate the performance and security of all router selection algorithms described above. The authors use an emulated scaled-down Tor network that
realistically models the live Tor network. The authors then implement the router selection algorithms and compare their performance in terms of throughput, time-to22

first-byte and average ping times. They also evaluate the anonymity of these algorithms using the Gini coefficient, entropy, and compromise rate by an AS-level adversary. The evaluation shows that the congestion-aware algorithm proposed by Wang et
al.outperforms other router selection algorithms without reducing anonymity. LASTor, on the other hand, provided the poorest performance among other algorithms, but
maintained high anonymity guarantees.
8. SCALABILITY

Improving the scalability of the Tor network has taken two approaches. The first approach is to replace the centralized design with a peer-to-peer design. The second direction is to maintain the centralized design, but use PIR during circuit construction.
Below we survey those directions.
8.1. Peer-to-peer Approaches
8.1.1. ShadowWalker. ShadowWalker [Mittal and Borisov 2009] was designed with the
goal of alleviating the scalability and vulnerability issues of earlier anonymity systems like Morphmix [Rennhard and Plattner 2002] and Tarzan [Freedman and Morris
2002]. It uses DHTs as a foundation to build a redundant structured topology. In addition to fingers (DHT neighbors), each node maintains a list of shadow nodes that can
be verified by a simple mathematical formula. The main purpose of shadows is to prevent route capture attacks, where a malicious node mis-answers lookup queries, giving
only other cooperating nodes as replies. In ShadowWalker, every node maintains signatures, which can be viewed by requesters, from its shadows to certify the correctness
of the information in its routing table. An initiator I constructs circuits by contacting
a random finger A and asking it to return the finger B with random index i from its
routing table. A then returns the contact info of B and the shadow signatures of A,
which the initiator can use to check the validity of B. The same process is repeated to
extend the circuit. Schuchard et al.[2010] showed that ShadowWalker is susceptible to
the eclipse attack, where malicious nodes attempt to corrupt the routing table of the
victim by filling it with addresses of colluding nodes in the P2P network in order to
intermediate all its communication, and the selective denial of service attacks, where
the adversary hinders the reliability of the circuit construction in hopes of increasing
the end-to-end compromise rate in anonymity networks (more details in Section 11.2).
8.1.2. Torsk. To solve scalability problems in Tor, Torsk [McLachlan et al. 2009] proposes a decentralized circuit construction scheme that uses a combination of a DHT
structure for bootstrapping, and a buddy selection protocol for peer discovery. To bootstrap, Tor’s directory authorities in Torsk are given the role of the Neighbourhood
Authority (NA), an entity responsible for issuing certificates to neighbors in the DHT
space when nodes join or leave the network. This allows bootstrapping to be a low-cost
operation, as new nodes are only required to generate a new ID and perform a lookup
on their ID to find the closest neighbor, as opposed to downloading the whole topology.
Next, the newly joining node contacts the NA, which takes the ID of the node and the
certificate of its closest neighbor to generate a new certificate for all affected neighbors.
Router selection is carried out as follows. First, every router uses the buddy selection protocol to find other random routers to consult during DHT lookups. Likewise,
a client uses the buddy selection protocol to begin a random walk in the network to
discover an entry guard. Next, for subsequent routers, the client uses the last OR on
the partially constructed circuit Ri to randomly find Ri+1 by consulting Ri ’s previously
found lookup buddies. Finally, because lookups are loud (queries are broadcast to many
entities in the P2P network) and can reveal information about the constructed circuit,
cover traffic is also used to add noise in case lookups are profiled.
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Despite this defence, it has been shown subsequently by Wang et al.[2010] that an
adversary with 20% compromised nodes can compromise 80% of the circuits. The reason is that DHT lookups are loud and they allow an adversary to link what routers a
client is searching for.
8.2. A Scalable Centralized Approach: PIR-Tor

A major problem with the two above proposals is that the research community does not
currently have a solution for looking up information in a P2P network without revealing the lookup to many parties. However, private information retrieval (PIR) allows a
client to look up information in a client-server model without revealing any information about what was being requested, even to the server itself. Therefore, PIR-Tor [Mittal et al. 2011b] steps away from the P2P paradigm to address the scalability problem
in Tor, instead advocating for the use of PIR techniques in order for clients to be able
to download a small portion of the network view without hindering their anonymity by
revealing which portion. The current approach in Tor is for clients and routers to regularly download the entire network state and then choose their desired records, a costly
operation and a significant contributor to Tor’s scalability problems. The advantages
of PIR-Tor over P2P designs is twofold. First, the client-server bootstrapping architecture of Tor is preserved, making for an easier deployment path. Second, the security
guarantees of the system are easier to analyze than the above P2P designs.
The authors investigated two flavors of PIR techniques: computational PIR (CPIR)
and information-theoretic PIR (IT-PIR). For CPIR, some routers are selected to act
as the PIR servers. To build a circuit, a client contacts one of the CPIR servers to
perform two PIR lookups: one for a middle router and another for an exit router. On
the other hand, since IT-PIR requires the use of multiple servers (the privacy of a
user’s query is guaranteed if a threshold number of the IT-PIR servers do not collude),
IT-PIR server functionality can be implemented between a client and its entry guards.
This reduces the PIR lookup for each circuit to only one to lookup an exit node, while a
middle node can be retrieved by a normal lookup. Evaluation of PIR-Tor showed that
both techniques of PIR help reduce the communication overhead as the network scales.
However, only IT-PIR provides the same level of security of the current Tor network, as
the computational overhead of CPIR requires that clients reuse the retrieved routers
to build multiple circuits.
9. CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION

We next survey several proposals that aim to improve the communication and computation overhead of Tor’s circuit construction algorithm.
9.1. Improved Diffie-Hellman Based Key Agreement

Øverlier and Syverson [2007] introduced four protocols that aim to reduce the communication and computation overhead of circuit construction in Tor. In their first protocol
(which is the basis for all their subsequent protocols), RSA encryption, which was used
for circuit construction prior to the current ntor protocol (described below), is replaced
with a DH key agreement in order to reduce the computational cost.
The second protocol uses the first protocol and creates a circuit by sending one command cell to build a circuit in one pass, which reduces communication costs at the
expense of forward secrecy. The insight of the third protocol is that since the link between the client and the first router is TLS encrypted, there is no need to use a DH
key agreement, but they can simply exchange symmetric keys.
Finally, the fourth protocol proposes a new key agreement protocol using the
ephemeral keys of both the client and router and the long-term keys of the router.
The router RB publishes a long term key g b . When a client wants to establish a session
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key with RB , it computes and sends an ephemeral public key g x to the server. Then,
the server computes the shared key (g x )b+y , and sends g y to the client, which computes
(g b g y )x .
Goldberg et al.[2011] demonstrate a Man-In-The-Middle attack against this fourth
protocol, and propose a fix they call ntor. In ntor, the shared key is computed as
H((g x )y , (g x )b ) instead of (g x )b+y as above. Ace [Backes et al. 2012] was subsequently
proposed to slightly improve on the computational cost of ntor. The client sends
(g x1 , g x2 ) as an ephemeral key to the router, which responds with g y . The client and
router then compute the session key as (g b )x1 (g y )x2 and (g x1 )b (g x2 )y , respectively. The
ntor protocol is currently employed in the Tor network.
9.2. Pairing-Based Onion Routing

Kate et al.[2007] propose replacing the circuit construction scheme in Tor with
a pairing-based onion routing (PB-OR) protocol that uses a pairing-based noninteractive key agreement protocol. In order for their scheme to achieve unilateral
anonymity (meaning that the client authenticates a router without leaking the client’s
identity), they use an identity-based infrastructure. A trusted entity known as the private key generator (PKG) takes a router’s well-known identity ID, and uses a master
key only known to the PKG to generate a private key d for the router. Clients, on
the other hand, can independently generate as many pseudonyms as they need, along
with the private keys corresponding to each pseudonym. Then, the client achieves
anonymity during the key agreement phase with routers by presenting a different
pseudonym with each router; routers use their private keys d to complete the key
agreement. Because the key agreement protocol is non-interactive, it significantly reduces the communication overhead of the circuit construction compared to Tor, and
it allows a circuit to be constructed in one pass. However, the PKG is able to decrypt
all messages encrypted for clients, a single-point-of-failure-problem. Also, to maintain
forward secrecy, routers are required perform costly communications with the PKG in
order to change their identity keys frequently.
9.3. Certificateless Onion Routing

Catalano et al.[2009] note the problems inherited from the use of a PKG in the PB-OR
scheme described above and propose to improve it by replacing the anonymous pairingbased key agreement with an anonymous certificateless key agreement scheme. The
idea of this scheme is that a client obtains partial secret keys from the trusted entity
(key generation center KGC), from which he can compute public/secret key pairs P K
and SK. Therefore, the newly computed private key SK is not known even to the KGC,
and the pair P K/SK can be used to generate several pseudonyms as needed. The rest
of the protocol is very similar to that of PB-OR. Another advantage with this approach
is that routers can update their keys locally without contacting the KGC.
10. PASSIVE ATTACKS ON ANONYMITY

We next survey various attacks on Tor that aim to hinder the anonymity it provides
to users. In this section, we examine passive attacks that only require an adversary to
monitor, but not modify, Tor traffic.
10.1. AS-Level Adversary

Edman and Syverson [2009] argue that the security guarantees provided by Tor are
not as originally thought, especially in the face of an AS-level adversary. An AS is an
independent network under the control of an operator, and the Internet consists of a
number of interconnected ASes. If the same AS appears on the path between the client
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and its entry guard and also appears on the path between the exit and the destination,
the AS can use traffic analysis to deanonymize the user.
This attack was originally examined by Feamster and Dingledine [2004] against
Tor and Mixmaster [Möller et al. 2003]. Murdoch and Zeliniski further examined the
threat with the respect to a more powerful attacker that has access to an Internet Exchange Point (IXP), which is an intersection point between ASes allowing the attacker
to glean the network traffic information from multiple sources. They found that major
IXP such as LINX (located in England) appeared on 27% of the paths. We next describe
the most recent work carried out by Edman and Syverson [2009] with respect to this
attack.
To understand the threats of an AS-level adversary, the authors used available routing information databases (RIBs) in order to construct AS-level graphs that depict
ASes and their relationships and adjacencies using path inference algorithms. Then,
they used a shortest path algorithm to compute paths between the ASes. Experimental
results have shown that the probability that a single AS appears at the two ends of a
circuit can be as high as 20%. This probability can be slightly decreased using an ASaware or country-aware router path selection algorithm, such as LASTor. It is worth
noting that the modifications in the router selection algorithm of Tor, such as enforcing a different /16 subnet for routers on a path, or the weighted bandwidth selection of
routers, have had small improvements in limiting the threat of an AS-level adversary.
For instance, the authors observed from their experiments that Tor’s weighted router
selection, with the different /16 subnets for routers enforced, had an end-to-end compromise rate of 17.8% with respect to the AS-level adversary, whereas uniform router
selection yielded a 20.4% compromise rate.
10.2. Website Fingerprinting

Recall that Tor’s anonymity protection fails against an adversary watching both the
client and also the exit point of her circuit. A website fingerprinting adversary, on
the other hand, only has to watch the client. As such, the client’s ISP or national
government is in an excellent position to mount this attack. To perform the attack, the
adversary observes the packet counts, directions, and timings between the client and
the anonymity system, and matches those against patterns indicative of particular
websites of interest, using various machine learning techniques.
In the context of Tor, Herrmann et al.[2009] was the first to test the effectiveness
of this attack against Tor. They used a multinomial Naive Bayes classifier, which was
trained using features that are based on the frequency distribution of IP packet sizes
and the flow direction. In a closed-world setting, where the classifier is trained to identify the website from a finite set of websites used for training, their classifier yielded
only 3% success rate on Tor, despite the fact that they achieved more than 90% accuracy on SSH and VPN tunnels. The reason for the poor performance of this classifier
on Tor is that it relies on packet sizes as a classification attribute, while cell sizes are
fixed in Tor, resulting in nearly discrete distributions of packet sizes at the IP layer.
Panchenko et al.[2011] were able to increase the effectiveness of this attack using
a Support Vector Machines (SVMs) classifier, using features that are mainly based on
the volume, time, and direction of the traffic. In the closed-world setting (775 URLs),
the authors use the same dataset used by Herrmann et al.and increase the detection
rate to an alarming rate that exceeds 50%. Furthermore, the authors extend their
experiments to an open-world setting where the user can access any URL he chooses.
The attacker is assumed to be a regime that attempts to identify if a user is trying
to access a censored website, so the classification in this setting is binary: allowed or
prohibited website. Using different datasets for this setting, the authors are able to
show high positive rates that range between 56% to 73%.
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Several subsequent papers [Dyer et al. 2012; Cai et al. 2012; Wang and Goldberg
2013; Wang et al. 2014] demonstrated that it is possible to increase the accuracy using different classification techniques. Furthermore, the website fingerprinting attack
was also applied in the domain of hidden services to deanonymize hidden services
and their clients [Kwon et al. 2015]. To combat the website fingerprinting attack, several papers proposed and evaluated potential defenses [Dyer et al. 2012; Wang and
Goldberg 2013; Cai et al. 2014a; Nithyanand et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014; Cai et al.
2014b]. For example, Wang et al.[2014] reduce website download traces to packet sequences with direction and timing information. Their defence has two phases. First,
the packet traces are clustered into a smaller number of anonymity sets, where every set contains very similar packet traces. Second, within every anonymity set, the
authors find the shortest common supersequence (SCS), and pad all packet traces to
that SCS. The goal is to make packet sequences within any anonymity set look exactly
the same, while adding a minimum of overhead. In the live Tor network, one could
implement such a defence at a guard node, protecting the traffic between the client
and the guard node at a relatively low cost. However, to hedge against the guard node
itself being the website fingerprinting adversary, having the exit of a circuit perform
the defence, padding the traffic along the whole circuit from the exit all the way back
to the client, is a somewhat higher-security, but higher-cost, alternative.
11. ACTIVE ATTACKS ON ANONYMITY

In this section, we examine attacks by an adversary who can actively manipulate Tor
traffic, including active probing of the Tor network to discover side channels based on
throughput, latency, or congestion.
11.1. End-to-End Confirmation Attacks

Ling et al. [2013b] present various attacks to carry out end-to-end confirmation attack.
Those attacks assume that the adversary runs ORs under his control, and show how
an adversary can verify whether or not a circuit is using his malicious ORs at the
entry and the exit positions. The entry OR can duplicate, modify, insert, or delete data
cells from the OP TCP stream. Although such changes result in cell recognition errors
at the middle OR, it will still relay the cell to the exit, which will also experience
the cell recognition errors. Correlating the time at which the entry OR executed the
attack with the time the exit OR noticed the recognition errors allows the attacker
to link the source to the destination with very low false positives. A similar end-toend confirmation attack was crafted specifically to discover hidden services [Ling et al.
2013a].
By logging circuit failure rates through certain entry guards, an OP can easily notice
such malicious behavior. However, the cell counter-based attack [Ling et al. 2009] is
much harder to detect since the exit OR embeds a signal to the entry guard using the
number of cells transported in a TCP packet. For example, 3 cells (or 1 cell) received
in one packet correspond to binary 1 (or 0). While this approach is harder to detect,
it can also introduce more false positives for the adversary since the embedded signal
may be distorted at middle ORs due to congestion and network conditions. Combating
such attacks is a huge challenge since the design of Tor did not take them into account.
Similarly, end-to-end timing analysis attacks are an ongoing issue that we discuss in
Section 12.4.
11.2. Path Selection Attacks
11.2.1. Selective Denial of Service (SDoS). The SDoS [Borisov et al. 2007] attack works
by disrupting the reliability of the system with the goal of reducing its security. In this
attack, the attacker denies service to circuits that he cannot compromise (by appearing
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at the two ends of a circuit). For example, if an entry guard is malicious, it will not allow
its client to have a reliable anonymous communication except if the exit router is also a
colluding node (an entry guard can determine if the exit node is a colluding node using
traffic analysis). A circuit is reliable if all routers are reliable and either all routers are
honest, or both the guard and the exit are compromised. Assuming all nodes are highly
reliable in the system, the adversary can compromise as many as 50% of the circuits
even when the fraction of dishonest nodes is as low as 20%. A possible countermeasure
is for OPs to maintain statistics about the failure rate of circuit construction and usage
through its entry guards and the selected ORs. Based on these statistics, OPs can avoid
entry guards that cause an alarming number of failed circuits.
11.2.2. Low-Resource Routing Attack. Bauer et al.[2007] exploit the path selection algorithm of Tor to increase the probability of selecting malicious routers. The adversary
installs a number of low-resource nodes that falsely advertise high-bandwidth capabilities. When clients establish circuits, they will be trapped into selecting the malicious
nodes with a higher probability because the router selection algorithm of Tor biases its
selection towards higher-bandwidth routers.
To increase the effectiveness of the attack, malicious nodes perform an SDoS attack
where they refuse to relay traffic unless they are able to control the entry guard and the
exit node of a circuit. The authors also describe an attack that enables the malicious
routers to confirm that they are controlling the entry and exit positions of a circuit.
To perform this attack, each malicious router logs some statistics and information
regarding its connection, such as the IP addresses and ports and some connection
timestamps, and reports the logs to a colluding centralized authority that runs the
circuit linking analysis in real time. Experiments on an isolated Tor network have
revealed the success of this attack. For example, if an attacker controls 10% of the
network, it can compromise as many as 47% of the circuits. While we expect that this
simple end-to-end confirmation attack would introduce high false positives if carried
out on the live Tor network, the adversary can resort to the more sophisticated end-toend confirmation attacks we surveyed in Section 11.1.
In 2009, Tor deployed bandwidth authorities whose duty is to collectively measure
the bandwidth of ORs. Those measurements are used to compute bandwidth weights
that are published in the consensus document (described in Section 2.1). While such
measurements provide a layer of protection against routing attacks, an adaptive malicious OR might still be able to game the measuring authorities in order to exaggerate
its bandwidth.
11.2.3. Sniper Attack. The sniper attack [Jansen et al. 2014b] exploits Tor’s end-to-end
window-based flow control algorithm (discussed in Section 2.5) to successfully wage
a memory-exhaustion DoS attack, causing the Tor process either to be killed or to
deny clients from forming circuits. In the basic form of this attack, the attacker uses
his client to create a circuit through a malicious exit, placing the victim OR in the
entry position. When the malicious client signals the exit to download a large file,
the exit ignores Tor’s window-based throttling mechanism, and keeps sending even if
the window is empty. The malicious client does not read data from the entry, causing
the cells to pile up in the circuit queue at the target router, eventually exhausting
memory, and terminating the Tor process. In the more efficient form of the attack, the
adversary does not use a malicious exit, but sends circuit sendme messages at a rate
r that ensures that the circuit window does not exceed 1000 cells, a situation in which
the exit terminates the circuit. To measure r, the adversary uses another client (or
more), which builds another circuit through the same nodes and estimates the largest
r that does not cause the exit to terminate the circuit. To speed up the attack, one or
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more clients can be used in parallel on the target. Jansen et al.show that this attack
can disable the top 20 exit routers in only 29 minutes.
The adversary can also use this attack to speed up deanonymization of a hidden
service (HS). The attacker deploys a guard and a rendezvous point (recall that this is
an OR that the client chooses as a meeting point, causing the HS to build a circuit to
it). The attacker uses his client to repeatedly request connections to the HS. Using a
previously proposed attack [Biryukov et al. 2013], the attacker can identify being one
hop away from the HS by sending a crafted signal from the rendezvous OR towards
the HS. That way, the attacker can identify all the guards of the HS. Next, the attacker uses the sniper attack to disable them, causing the HS to choose a new guard.
Repeating this process increases the chances that the malicious guard is selected, and
thereby breaking the anonymity of the HS. As a countermeasure to this attack, Tor implemented an out-of-memory circuit killer which is activated when memory becomes
scarce [Jansen 2016].
11.2.4. RAPTOR Attack. Sun et al. [2015] study the effects of Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) attacks on the security of Tor. This study, named RAPTOR, observes that (1)
network routing asymmetries, (2) changing dynamics and churn, and (3) BGP hijack
and interception attacks can increase the amount of Tor traffic that is observed by a
malicious AS.
In the asymmetric traffic analysis attack, the authors demonstrate experimentally
the possibility of accurately cross matching fractional traces of traffic logs at the two
ends of the communication. Examples of fractional asymmetric traces include the data
traffic from the client to the entry and data from exit to the server, or data from the
client to the entry and TCP acknowledgment traffic from the server to exit relay; the
authors discuss two other scenarios in the paper as well.
The evaluation of the attack, based on clients downloading large files for longer periods of time, showed 95% cross matching accuracy. While we suspect that more realistic
traffic patterns would hinder the attack’s accuracy, it would be naive to dismiss the
seriousness of this attack.
RAPTOR also showed experimentally how routing churn and BGP hijack attacks
can significantly increase the probability that a malicious AS is positioned at the two
ends of a circuit. Defending against such attacks is difficult for Tor since it is hard to
influence the underlying routing. The authors propose general countermeasures such
as securing inter-domain routing, in addition to adopting techniques that can minimise
the threat of BGP hijack attacks such as advertising longer netmasks (e.g. /24).
11.3. Side Channel Information Attacks

The goal of the throughput fingerprinting and the congestion attacks is to identify
the Tor routers in a circuit—which is often a first step in other attacks on Tor client
anonymity—or to compromise the unlinkability of streams, whereas the goal of the
network latency attacks is to directly reduce the anonymity set of clients.
11.3.1. Throughput Fingerprinting. One of the problems facing Tor is the heterogeneity of
its volunteer-provided resources. Circuits built through different ORs have distinctive
characteristics that can be enough to fingerprint the users building them. Mittal et
al.[2011a] present a number of attacks based on fingerprinting circuit throughput.
The insight of their attacks is that if two circuits share the same path or even just
the bottleneck node on the path, observations of their throughput would be highly
correlated. This allows an adversary to passively identify if two circuits share a subpath or a bottleneck. Also, an attacker can confirm if a specific router R carries a flow
f by probing R (measuring R’s throughput by creating a single-hop circuit through
it and transferring data) and computing the throughput correlation between f and
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R. Furthermore, two separate malicious servers can confirm if two streams belong to
the same circuit. If they indeed belong to the same circuit, the adversary learns that
both streams belong to the same user. These attacks yield accurate results; however,
they are costly. The cost of the attack scales as Θ(N ) for the probing operations, which
must be performed throughout the duration of the communication, where N is the
number of possible routers. Since this attack depends on identifying the throughput of
a circuit’s bottleneck, a possible countermeasure is for Tor to ease congestion by using
load-balancing techniques [AlSabah et al. 2013] or congestion control [AlSabah et al.
2011].
11.3.2. Congestion Attacks. The first low-cost congestion attack on Tor was described by
Murdoch and Danezis [2005]. The adversary in this attack can be a malicious server
interested in learning the identities of its clients. When a client connects to the malicious server, the server responds to the client with data modulated in a very specific
traffic pattern. The adversary then can learn the routers on the path by performing
probing tests on the suspected routers (using a client). Experimental results on live
Tor nodes showed that when a router in the client’s circuit is probed, that router exhibited a probe latency that was highly correlated with the modulated traffic. The
authors witnessed a very high success rate with few false positives. This attack was
carried out in 2005, when Tor consisted only of 50 nodes, and was not as heavily used
as today.
Another congestion attack was introduced by Evans et al.[2009], who observed that
as the Tor network had grown over the years, the above attack of Murdoch and Danezis
had ceased to be effective. The goal of this attack is simply to identify the entry guard
of a client. The attack is carried out as follows: a client connects to a server using
a malicious exit router, which injects JavaScript code into the client’s requested web
page. Next, since many Tor users do not disable JavaScript, the script would generate
a signal with a specific pattern through the client’s circuit, and thereby keep it alive.
The attacker monitors the arrivals of the requests at the server, and records a baseline
latency. The attacker then constructs a long circuit (preferably high bandwidth) that
passes through the target suspected router many times. From the target router’s point
of view, this long path is multiple different circuits. Then, the long path circuit is used
to congest the target router and if the target router is indeed the client’s entry guard,
the malicious server will observe a correlation between the latency of the signal and
the duration of the congestion attack. We observe that congesting the entry router does
not require long paths, as the adversary can deploy a malicious client to perform the
sniper attack to congest various entry guards in parallel.
11.3.3. Network Latency. Hopper et al.[2010] present two attacks that aim to reduce the
anonymity of clients. In the first attack, known as the circuit linkability attack, two
malicious servers seek to find out if two different connections coming from one exit
router belong to the same client or not. The distribution of the latency of each connection is measured (from the common exit router to the client). If the attacker observes
the same distribution for the two connections, he assumes that the two connections
come from the same circuit.
The second attack aims to approximate a client’s location using a combination of
the Murdoch-Danezis low-cost congestion attack and a latency attack. First, when a
client is communicating through the Tor network, the congestion attack is carried out
in order to identify the routers used in the circuit, and in particular to identify the
entry guard of the client. The adversary’s next goal is to measure the latency between
the victim’s client and its entry guard. This can be estimated by using a colluding Tor
client to construct an identical circuit and measure the latency of the circuit to infer the
latency of the link in question. Both attacks presented in this work have been tested
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and they both are successful in reducing the entropy of the anonymity set distribution.
The authors suggest that to mitigate such attacks, it may be necessary to introduce
artificial delays or use an enhanced path selection algorithm.
12. UNRESOLVED AND ONGOING ISSUES

In this section, we discuss a variety of open issues that call for further investigation
in Tor. We begin by discussing the threat of Tor-based botnets, and then look at ongoing work on blocking resistance. We outline open problems and unresolved issues
regarding hidden services, and argue for a more rigorous exploration for the timing
analysis problem in Tor. Finally, we present future directions needed to improve Tor’s
performance.
12.1. Botnets

Botnets, large groups of malware-infected machines that are controlled by a single entity, known as the botmaster, have been growing in their stealth, sophistication and
resiliency. Botnets started with a simple centralized architectural design where all
bots (infected machines) connect to a single server, known as the Command and Control (C&C), to receive their instructions (such as to wage a DDoS attack), or to send
the private data they harvest from their hosts. Because taking the botnet down is only
as difficult as taking its C&C down, botnets evolved to more sophisticated P2P architectures, where the C&C remains more hidden. Researchers and security firms have
devised and implemented techniques to detect P2P botnets and take them down [Nagaraja et al. 2010; Rossow et al. 2013].
The arms race still goes on. Various types of botnets have been recently found hiding
behind Tor [Constantin 2012; Dunn 2013; Gottesman 2014]. Tor provides an attractive
hideout for malware because a C&C can be deployed as a hidden service with a specific onion address that other bots are configured with, making the takedown operation difficult. Such botnets can cause a significant degradation on the performance of
Tor [Hopper 2014]. For example, the 2013 Mevade/Sefnit botnet caused a spike (close
to 600% increase) in the number of clients, which overloaded the network by requesting C&C descriptors and creating circuits. In fact, most hidden service queries and
circuits might be related to botnets; Biryukov et al.[2014] analyzed the popular hidden
services by looking at how often their descriptors are queried, and they found that the
descriptors of the Skynet botnet were the most popular.
Detecting and removing botnets is a difficult problem in anonymity networks like
Tor because (1) clients and hidden services are anonymized, and (2) traditional techniques [Antonakakis et al. 2010; Antonakakis et al. 2012; Bilge et al. 2014] that rely
on detecting anomalies in DNS or IP traffic are not applicable to Tor since no DNS interactions occur within Tor to locate the hidden services, and because IP addresses are
anonymized. Since only HSDir ORs are queried for the C&C hidden services’ descriptors, one might consider monitoring the pattern and number of requests to HSDirs for
different onion addresses as an approach to identify malicious HS addresses. Once suspicious onion addresses are detected, their responsible HSDirs can stop serving their
descriptors; however, an attacker can embed his own HSDir OR to serve the descriptor
of his malicious domain.4 Furthermore, an attacker can periodically change the .onion
address to avoid detection.
To protect Tor from abuses by botnets and malware, Hopper [2014] considers various approaches that are, on a high level, based on (1) increasing the cost of building
circuits, and (2) throttling circuit building requests. He concludes that further evaluation is required before an approach is adopted, since those approaches can affect the
4 Recall

that the HSDir responsible for serving a specific descriptor is computed deterministically.
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experience of legitimate users, and may have anonymity implications if not studied
carefully.
12.2. Blocking Resistance

Recall that The Tor Project introduced bridges as a means to resist the blocking of
access to the Tor network. Those bridges are run by volunteers from around the world
who can choose to keep their bridges private, where they only serve contacts in their
social network, or to publish their contact information to the bridge authorities, which
are servers responsible for distributing bridge information to Tor users worldwide.
When bridges were first introduced, bridge authorities would provide 3 bridges to
each 24-bit IP prefix each day from its https server, so that a censor could not simply ask for the list of all bridges and block them. Ling et al.[2012] showed that they
were able to harvest 2365 distinct bridge IPs during only 1 month. This was done by
requesting bridges by sending emails and contacting the https server from PlanetLab
nodes that have different /24 subnets; indeed, the Tor developers have documented 10
different ways for an attacker to enumerate bridges [Dingledine 2011]. As a response,
users are requested to solve CAPTCHAs before receiving bridge IPs from the https
server. While CAPTCHAs can slow down a bridge enumeration attack, alternative approaches should still be explored. This is a difficult problem: how can we distribute
bridges at faster rate for legitimate users while enforcing a slower rate for censors?
In addition to blocking by IP address, censors started blocking by traffic flows. ISPs
at censoring countries use DPI in order to identify Tor flows. For instance, the Great
Firewall of China (GFC) was able to identify Tor traffic because the list of ciphers
provided in its TLS Hello message is unique and fingerprintable [Winter and Lindskog 2012]. Various pluggable transports have been deployed to solve this problem by
transforming Tor flows to mimic other protocols [Moghaddam et al. 2012; Fifield et al.
2012; Dyer et al. 2013]. However, even with pluggable transports, it is still possible to
differentiate between real application traffic and a Tor-based imitation [Houmansadr
et al. 2013]. There is currently no evidence that censors are actively seeking to identify
pluggable transport traffic, and so users should be able to continue using them. That
said, research will be needed in the future to devise different approaches or make current approaches more resistant to DPI.
Another form of blocking facing Tor users is employed by some content distribution
networks such as CloudFlare; users are inconvenienced by having to solve an endless
loop of CAPTCHAs, and are sometimes blocked by CAPTCHA server failures [Perry
2016]. Researching and adopting techniques from the anonymous blacklisting literature [Henry and Goldberg 2011] is a possible research direction to safely mitigate this
issue.
12.3. Security of Hidden Services

Security improvements are needed for the design of hidden services in Tor. Biryukov et
al.[2013] demonstrate that it is possible to enumerate the onion addresses of hidden
services by deploying a hidden service directory, which is relatively easy to get, since
(at the time of writing) a router must have an uptime of only 25 hours to gain the “HSDir” flag. This malicious directory will be responsible for any hidden service descriptor
with an ID that is close to its fingerprint. Furthermore, because descriptor IDs have
a validity period, the malicious directory will see new descriptors periodically. In fact,
the adversary can speed the attack by deploying multiple directories over different
regions of the DHT ring, or by changing the router’s fingerprint.
Not only is a directory able to enumerate onion addresses this way, but the attacker
will be able to track the popularity of certain hidden services based on clients’ request
statistics. Worse, a malicious directory can try to target a specific hidden service in
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order to control its availability. To solve these problem, it is crucial to explore how
to qualify a router to be a directory. One naive approach would be to harden the requirements needed to be a directory. Requiring more uptime increases the cost for the
adversary as the deployed router needs to spend bandwidth relaying traffic during its
uptime, but this can also slow honest routers from serving as directories. Exploring
these tensions is needed for successful utilization of hidden services. The Tor Project
is currently researching techniques to address those weaknesses in the HSDir system. [Dingledine 2013]
Finally, another privacy and anonymity concern for hidden services is anonymous
payments. Many hidden services hinder their anonymity (and their clients’ anonymity)
by accepting donations and payments through the Bitcoin network. Since all Bitcoin
transactions are publicly available in a public ledger, known as the blockchain, they
may be traceable [Miers et al. 2013]. While there have been research proposals to make
Bitcoin anonymous [Miers et al. 2013; Ben-Sasson et al. 2014], those are not deployed
yet. There is a need to explore anonymous payment methods for hidden services.
12.4. Traffic and Timing Analysis

One important research direction is to devise countermeasures for the end-to-end timing and traffic analysis attacks. While padding schemes have been proposed for general
low-latency mix networks [Shmatikov and Wang 2006; Wang et al. 2008], such solutions are not effective in the context of Tor since an adversary can introduce timing
watermarks in the traffic [Houmansadr and Borisov 2013], by crafting a specific delay
pattern, or even by dropping packets. This led researchers to design countermeasures
for timing attacks for low-latency anonymity networks, an example of which is the
layered mesh topology [Feigenbaum et al. 2010], where the client constructs a circuit
with several entry nodes, several middle nodes, and a single exit node. The client sends
each cell to all entry routers. Each entry router then propagates the cells to all middle
routers, and so on. Cells have timestamps specifying when a router has to send the
cell to the next layer of routers. Finally, the last router on the path receives the cells
and sends the data to the destination. If the adversary delays a cell, another honest
router from the same layer (on a different path) will forward the replicated cell to the
next layer of routers on time. This reduces the probability that the delay will be visible when the cells arrive at the last router. The problem of this approach is its high
bandwidth and latency costs if adopted for Tor.
More approaches need to be explored and evaluated for Tor. A solution for this problem will provide a huge improvement for the anonymity of Tor and may help thwart
serious threats such as the AS-level adversary describe above, since it is also based on
end-to-end timing and traffic analysis.
12.5. Performance

From previous discussions, it can be seen that, despite previous research proposals
(surveyed earlier), scalability problems are still lurking in the future of Tor. Proposed
P2P proposals can not be adopted because (1) their lookup process reveals circuit information, and (2) they are susceptible to attacks where the adversary controls a large
fraction of the network by introducing bogus nodes (using a botnet, for example). PIR
approaches look promising, but they still need further investigation. PIR-Tor, for example, requires node reuse in its CPIR instantiation, lowering the security of Tor, while in
its IT-PIR instantiation, requires multiple guards for each user to act as PIR servers.
This creates tension with recent considerations to reduce the number of guards [Dingledine et al. 2014] to improve anonymity.
Providing incentives for users to run as routers can have a positive impact on scalability and congestion. As discussed in Section 5.1, incentive-based proposals suffer
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from shortcomings that need to be addressed. One promising direction is an approach
based on proof-of-bandwidth like torcoin [Ghosh et al. 2014], where routers are rewarded with digital coins based on how much bandwidth they use relaying anonymous
traffic. One challenge for a proof-of-bandwidth protocol is performing secure bandwidth
measurements to ensure all network participants can easily verify that routers indeed
spend what they claim to spend.
Furthermore, while there have been several transport layer proposals that aim to
reduce congestion in Tor, it is still unclear what transport design provides the required
trade-off between anonymity and performance for Tor. There is a need to experimentally compare the different transports under realistic user, network and traffic models
that can emulate the real Tor network. Once a transport design is identified, a deployment plan must be carefully crafted in order to gradually and smoothly upgrade the
network without denying service to its users.
13. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we identified key weaknesses in the design of Tor, the most widely
used anonymous communication network, and accordingly classified previous proposals that aim to improve it. Previous work in this area can be categorized to proposals
that aim to: (1) relieve network congestion (overlay and transport), (2) improve router
selection, (3) enhance scalability, (4) reduce the communication/computational cost of
circuit construction, and (5) improve its security. Within each of these categories, we
surveyed the literature and compared the available techniques and shed light on their
advantages and drawbacks in terms of anonymity, deployability and practicality. Finally, we discussed ongoing and unresolved issues that require further research and
investigation.
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